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Abstract—This paper proposes a tree-based pursuit algo-
rithm that efficiently trades off complexity and approximation
performance for overcomplete signal expansions. Finding the
sparsest representation of a signal using a redundant dictionary
is, in general, an NP-hard problem. Even suboptimal algorithms
such as Matching Pursuit remain highly complex. We propose a
structuring strategy that can be applied to any redundant set of
functions, and which basically groups similar atoms together. A
measure of similarity based on coherence allows for representing
a highly redundant subdictionary of atoms by a unique element,
called molecule. When the clustering is applied recursively on
atoms and then on molecules, it naturally leads to the creation
of a tree structure. We then present a new pursuit algorithm
that uses the structure created by clustering as a decision tree.
This tree-based algorithm offers important complexity reduction
with respect to Matching Pursuit, as it prunes important parts
of the dictionary when traversing the tree. Recent results on
incoherent dictionaries are extended to molecules, while the true
highly redundant nature of the dictionary stays hidden by the
tree structure. We then derive recovery conditions on the struc-
tured dictionary, under which tree-based pursuit is guaranteed
to converge. Experimental results finally show that the gain in
complexity offered by tree-based pursuit does in general not have
a high penalty on the approximation performance. They show that
the dimensionality of the problem is reduced thanks to the tree
construction, without significant loss of information.

Index Terms—Clustering, greedy algorithms, matching pursuit,
redundant expansions, sparse approximation, tree search.

I. INTRODUCTION

BUILDING good sparse approximations of functions is one
of the major themes in approximation theory. When ap-

plied to signals, images, or any kind of multidimensional data,
it allows to deal with basic building blocks that essentially syn-
thesize the information at hand. It has been known since the
early successes of wavelet analysis that sparse expansions very
often result in efficient algorithms for characterizing signals, or
even for analysis and compression. An interesting and increas-
ingly popular way of achieving sparsity is to turn to very re-
dundant systems. It often allows for short-length representation
of signals, since the probability of finding a sparse approxima-
tion generally increases with the redundancy of the dictionary.
In most cases, sparsity is measured by the norm of the vector
of coefficients.
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Finding the best linear expansion using a redundant dictio-
nary of functions is a daunting task and even a NP-hard problem
[1] in the general case. Despite the difficulty to find the best,
sparsest solution, it is possible to find sufficiently good repre-
sentations that are nearly optimal. Suboptimal heuristics have
been developed that recover the best approximations of a func-
tion in a redundant dictionary. Among the most popular algo-
rithms that find good suboptimal solutions to the sparsest signal
representation problem, we can cite Matching Pursuit [2] and
Basis Pursuit [3]: both reach a solution close to optimum by re-
laxing some constraints of the original optimization problem.
Even if specific optimizations are possible for particular classes
of dictionaries, the complexity of these algorithms however re-
mains very high in general.

Several methods have recently been proposed in order to de-
crease the computational complexity to find sparse signal expan-
sions. They generally propose modifications of either the search
algorithm itself, or the dictionary. Starting from existing algo-
rithms, it is indeed possible to introduce small changes to ob-
tain efficient search algorithms. A two-stage design is proposed
in [4]–[6], where the original dictionary functions are approxi-
mated by linear combinations of very simple, elementary vec-
tors. The search is then performed in the space of elementary
vectors, hence a great reduction in computational complexity.

Approximation of functions of the dictionary or special con-
structions can also lead to efficient search algorithms, without an
important penalty on the approximation performance [5]. Mul-
tiscale [7] or subband dictionaries [8] can be used to decrease
the search complexity, where the linearity of the inner product
can even be further exploited to speed up the computation, at the
price of higher memory requirements. Similarly, [9] proposed to
use a dictionary that is based on damped sinusoids, which can be
efficiently derived using simple recursive filter banks. Since the
size of the dictionary has obviously an important impact on the
search complexity, several studies have also been proposed to
prune the dictionary to its most meaningful elements, by vector
quantization for example [10], [11]. In general, these methods
however only apply to specific dictionaries.

One of the aims of this paper is to study the reduction of the
computational complexity of the search for the sparsest signal
expansion, for any, highly redundant, dictionary. It naturally
leads to the notion of data structuring, which becomes critical
when the amount of data gets very large. Dictionary functions
with similar properties can be clustered together, in order to fa-
cilitate the search for the sparsest representation. Clustering is
a widely used technique when the amount of data is huge and
hides the underlying structures, see [12] for a survey. Clustering
algorithms depend on a measure to quantify the similarity be-
tween two objects. Proper data arrangement then allows for the
development of tree data structures, which can be efficiently
used for search when a huge amount of data is present [13]. Tree
search has been proposed in [14] in order to improve the perfor-
mance of Matching Pursuit expansion. We however propose to
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study tree-based pursuit from a complexity reduction perspec-
tive, as an interesting tradeoff between efficient implementation
and sufficiently sparse signal approximation.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II proposes an
overview of linear expansions using redundant dictionaries of
functions. Section III presents a structuring method that allows
to represent a subset of highly correlated atoms by a single
element, called molecule. Hierarchical clustering then allows
for building trees, where each node corresponds to a molecule
that encompasses the characteristics of all its relative children.
A tree construction method is then proposed that respects the
necessary conditions for nodes at each level to be sufficiently
incoherent. A tree-based pursuit algorithm is described in
Section IV, which exploits the tree structure to reduce the
computational complexity of the pursuit. Performance and
characteristics of the algorithm are analyzed in Section V. A
bound is derived, which ensures that molecules cover the same
span as the initial dictionary. A minimal condition ensuring
that the algorithm chooses only good molecules under the
root node is also presented. Finally, Section VI illustrates the
performance of Tree-Based Pursuit in terms of approximation
and complexity, compared to Matching Pursuit.

II. SPARSE APPROXIMATION USING REDUNDANT DICTIONARIES

A. Sparse Approximations

For the last few years, there has been a tremendous activity
in the field of sparse approximations. This is partly motivated
by the potential of the related techniques for typical tasks in
signal processing such as analysis, dimensionality reduction,
denoising, or compression. This section provides an overview
of the main recent results on sparse approximations, and prac-
tical algorithms like Matching Pursuit.

Given a -dimensional signal in a real vector space, the
central problem faced in this paper is the following: compute a
good approximation as a linear superposition of basic
elements, which are often called atoms, picked up in a huge
collection of signals , usually referred to as a dictionary. The
dictionary is said to be redundant when its cardinality .
The approximant is sparse when , where

(1)

There is no particular requirement concerning the dictionary, ex-
cept that it should span the signal space , and there is no pre-
scription on how to compute the coefficients in (1). The main
advantage of this class of techniques is the complete freedom in
designing the dictionary, which can then be efficiently tailored
to closely match signal structures.

This problem is better studied under the form of the following
constrained optimization:

minimize subject to

where counts the number of nonzero entries in the se-
quence and is the maximal acceptable error. Usually,
finding the solution of would be a hopeless combinatorial
problem.

Simple greedy strategies such as Matching Pursuit and
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit are able to recover very good
approximants [15]. On the downside, these results only hold
for a limited class of dictionaries: has to be sufficiently
incoherent. The coherence of a dictionary is defined as

(2)

Coherence is a measure of the redundancy of the dictionary and
small coherence means that is not too far from an orthogonal
basis (although it may be highly overcomplete). More properties
of such dictionaries can be found in [16]–[18]. We will also
come back to incoherent dictionaries in the course of this paper.

These results tell us that, if a sufficiently sparse solution ex-
ists in a sufficiently incoherent dictionary, it can be found by
solving a problem closely connected to . However, in prac-
tice, redundant dictionaries, most of the time, do not satisfy the
incoherence condition while still leading to good results.

B. Greedy Algorithms: Matching Pursuit

Greedy algorithms iteratively construct an approximant by
selecting the element of the dictionary that best matches the
signal at each iteration. The pure greedy algorithm is known as
Matching Pursuit [12]. Assuming that all atoms in have norm
one, we initialize the algorithm by setting and we first
decompose the signal as

where is chosen so as to maximize the correlation with

We then iterate the procedure on the residual and, after
steps, build the following approximation:

where the norm of the residual (approximation error) satisfies

The performance of greedy algorithms such as Matching Pur-
suit are tightly linked to the structure of the dictionary. The co-
herence described above is often not sufficient to represent the
properties of a dictionary, since it represents a worst case bound,
and does not take into account the local structures of the dictio-
nary. The structural redundancy [19] of a dictionary provides
important information about the structure of a redundant dic-
tionary. Matching Pursuit converges exponentially fast in finite
dimension [1], [2]. There exist two constants , reflecting
the optimality of the pursuit algorithm, and , character-
izing the redundancy of the dictionary, such that

(3)
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where can be expressed as

(4)

This equation confirms that the algorithm will behave well,
provided there is always an atom closely aligned with the
residual. The properties of the signal, dictionary and algorithm,
are tightly linked.

As already mentioned, solving the sparse approximation
problem of (1) using a redundant dictionary is of combina-
torial complexity. The greedy heuristic finds in general a
good approximant to the problem in polynomial time. There
is however no guarantee on the optimality of the solution,
except in the case where sufficient conditions are set on the
dictionary [18]. However, polynomial time still does not mean
fast! Typical implementations of Matching Pursuit suffer from
high computational complexity when compared to most or-
thogonal transforms. In the remainder of this paper, we propose
to reduce the complexity by an efficient organization of the
dictionary. We group similar atoms together, and represent
them by a unique element called molecule. Applying clustering
recursively on atoms and molecules yields a hierarchical tree
structure, which can be exploited to design a search algorithm
with greatly reduced complexity.

III. STRUCTURING REDUNDANT DICTIONARIES

A. From Atoms to Molecules

This section discusses clustering of a generic, redundant dic-
tionary, which eventually leads to the creation of a tree structure.
First, it describes the problem of representing a group of highly
correlated dictionary atoms by a unique element. We then dis-
cuss the characteristics which are necessary for a dictionary to
be efficiently clustered and organized in a tree structure.

Let the elements of the dictionary be labeled by
the index set . A subdictionary is such that ,
where and . A collection of subdictionaries

forms a partition of the dictionary if and
, . If the atoms in are sufficiently un-

correlated, a simple greedy algorithm is able to recover a sparse
approximation of the signal (see, for example, [18]). This is not
the case for highly correlated redundant dictionaries. It can be
explained intuitively by the fact that high correlation in the dic-
tionary can fool the pursuit and result in wrong choices. We are
thus going to try to represent a highly correlated subdictionary

by a single molecule, while at the same time minimizing
the correlation among molecules. This procedure should result
in a set of molecules that behaves like a (quasi-) incoherent
dictionary.

Let us first define the minimal coherence of a subdic-
tionary by:

(5)

A subdictionary will be referred to as reducible when is pos-
itive and sufficiently big. In order to quantify the adequation of
the molecule in representing the atoms in the subdictionary ,
a distance measure has to be defined. Let be a measure

of the distance between two unit energy atoms and . In this
paper, we chose to use the following distance measure, derived
from the simple cosine function:

(6)

Note that an atom can be considered as equivalent to ,
from an approximation point of view, the sign of the weights
in (1) could be reversed. The distance measure given in (6) is
independent of the direction of as .

Most clustering algorithms represent a cluster by a centroid
whose mean distance to all elements it represents is minimized.
Let us define the optimal centroid or unit norm molecule ,
for a subdictionary , by

(7)

Using the distance measure defined in (6), the optimal centroid
becomes

(8)

(9)

(10)

where the columns of the matrix are the atoms of the sub-
dictionary . The molecule is the eigenvector associ-
ated to the biggest eigenvalue of the matrix . The eigen-
values of are equal to the eigenvalues of (see
[20, Theorem 1.3.20]). This last matrix is the Grammian of .
Later, Fig. 4 illustrates the reduction capabilities of a molecule
regarding a group of similar atoms. As the matrix is sym-
metric, the associated eigenvalues are real and the associated
eigenvectors are orthogonal. The molecule is also equiva-
lent to the dominant left singular vector of the matrix [20].

B. Dictionary Characterization

In the previous subsection, we introduced the definition of
molecule in order to structure the information at hand in a
highly redundant subdictionary. We will now see how a dictio-
nary can be partitioned into disjoint subdictionaries represented
by molecules through a simple clustering procedure. Further
recursive application of clustering on the set of molecules
results in a hierarchical tree structure that will be used by the
search algorithm.

We previously stated that representing a subdictionary by a
molecule makes sense only for reducible subdictionaries. By
extension, a dictionary is said to be reducible if it contains
a partition , such that all its subdictionaries are reducible
and , i.e., the number of subdictionaries is much
smaller than the number of atoms in the dictionary. A special
case of reducible dictionaries is represented by the block inco-
herent dictionaries [21]. These dictionaries are such that it is
possible to find a partition having a small block coherence
defined by

(11)
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Fig. 1. (a) Simple block-incoherent dictionary made of two highly redundant parts. (b) Evolution of its cumulative coherence and the upper bound provided by
(13).

If is reducible, then the coherence of is large; the re-
verse is however not necessarily true. A dictionary can have
a large coherence without being reducible, due to the fact that
the coherence given in (2) only reflects an extreme property of
the dictionary. Similarly, the quantity defined in (4), or the
structural redundancy [19], also reports an extreme property of
the dictionary. For block-incoherent dictionaries, the structural
redundancy is low and provides some inter subdictionaries re-
dundancy measure. It is however closely related to the block-co-
herence given in (11).

The cumulative coherence is a refinement of the simple co-
herence measure and therefore provides much more information
about the dictionary. It is defined as follows:

(12)

A dictionary whose cumulative coherence grows slowly (i.e.
) is said to be quasi-incoherent [18]. If it grows

fast, it is at least possible to have one highly correlated subdic-
tionary. The cumulative coherence can be bounded using the co-
herence, . In the special case of block-incoherent
dictionaries, a better bound on the cumulative coherence
can even be proposed. Let be the cardinality of the most pop-
ulated highly correlated subdictionary, we then have

if
if .

(13)

The cumulative coherence provides more accurate local in-
formation than the coherence, but is more complex to compute.
Moreover, a fast growing cumulative coherence is not a suffi-
cient condition for a dictionary to be reducible: it reflects the
behavior of the dictionary in the region of the space of signals
that is best covered by the dictionary [15]. For example, in the
case of block-incoherent dictionaries, the cumulative coherence
grows rapidly from up to and then grows slowly,
with being the cardinality of the most populated subdictionary.
Fig. 1 presents the evolution of the cumulative coherence for a
dictionary having two highly redundant parts. For , there
is a sharp inflection of the curve as the cardinality of the most

populated group of atoms is . To summarize, a quasi-in-
coherent dictionary has both small coherence, and small struc-
tural redundancy, and its cumulative coherence grows slowly.
Block-incoherent dictionaries rather have a large coherence and
a cumulative coherence that grows fast up to an inflexion point
at , and then grows slowly. Block-incoherent dictio-
naries are good candidates for one-step clustering of atoms into
molecules.

C. Tree-Structured Dictionaries

The hypothesis that the dictionary is reducible ensures that
it is possible to partition it into reducible subdictionaries, and
to recursively find molecules. However, we have not yet pro-
vided a way to compute the partition of in subdictionaries.
Our ultimate goal is to have as few subdictionaries as possible,
with atoms within each subdictionary that are as similar (corre-
lated) as possible, and atoms from different subdictionaries as
different (uncorrelated) as possible. We propose a clustering ap-
proach that starts from an existing dictionary and endows it with
a tree structure , with nodes . The subdictionaries are
seen as clusters of atoms, and the associated molecules are the
centroids of each cluster. Each node of the tree is
associated to a list containing the indices of its children and
to a molecule representing these children through (7). A leaf
node is associated to an original atom from the dictionary ,
and contains the index of that atom in . The root node of
the tree is labeled and has no associated molecule. See Fig. 6
for an illustration of these notations.

In general, two different clustering approaches can be chosen:
i) a top-down approach that tries to divide the reducible dictio-
nary (or subdictionary) into subdictionaries, that satisfy the sim-
ilarity constraints, and ii) a bottom-up approach that groups sim-
ilar atoms/molecules together as long as similarity constraints
are satisfied. A top-down approach using constraints on simi-
larity has been introduced in [22] and is called diametrical clus-
tering. This algorithm was developed for gene clustering to fit
an observation stating that genes with anti-correlated expres-
sion patterns can be functionally similar. The same observation
is true for a dictionary approach of signal decomposition: two
anti-correlated atoms have the same behavior as they capture the
same structure.
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In this paper, we will follow a bottom-up approach, which
consists in grouping nodes, starting from atoms, to create
new nodes and molecules. The bottom-up approach is better
appropriate to the clustering of arbitrary dictionaries, since
the number of clusters does not need to be known in advance.
The bottom-up approach presented here sets the cardinality

of each cluster. Algorithm 1 presents the method. Initially,
it creates nodes containing the atoms from a dictionary .
The recursive part consists in finding groups of nodes
that can be merged. A set of molecules is associated to

. We propose a weak and a strong rule. The weak version
defines , while for the strong decision rule,
contains the molecules associated to the leaf nodes that are the
descendants of the different nodes of (i.e., ). The
set of nodes is merged if , where is an

a priori fixed threshold.

Algorithm 1 Tree Creation by grouping

INPUT: , the dictionary.

, the cardinality of the clusters.

, the grouping threshold.

OUTPUT: , the tree.

ALGORITHM:

, , leaf nodes have no children.

, , molecules at leaf nodes.

, leaf nodes of the tree.

, initial tree.

, list of candidates for grouping.

, subset of nodes to group.

while do

, create the new molecule.

, list of children.

, remove grouped nodes from the list.

, add index of new node to the list.

, create new node.

, add the new node to the tree.

, subset of nodes to group.

end while
, no molecule at root node.

, list of nodes at first level.

, add root node to the tree.

Finding the best group of nodes is still a combinatorial
problem, but it can be easily solved for small values of (our
results are based on trees created with ). The tree can be
constructed off-line, without penalizing the pursuit algorithm.

Fig. 2 illustrates the construction of a binary tree, for a dictio-
nary of 12 random vectors. The most similar atoms are paired to-
gether, until the algorithm reaches level 1 with three molecules,
which are too incoherent to be further clustered.

IV. TREE-BASED PURSUIT ALGORITHM

A. Tree-Based Search

In a sense, a single iteration of Matching Pursuit can be seen
as a classification problem where each atom corresponds to
a class of signals. Its aim becomes to successively map the
residual signal to a class according to a given distance measure.
When considering the greedy approximation problem as an
iterative classification problem, the tree structure can be used
to divide the decision into smaller steps in a manner similar to
a decision tree. Matching Pursuit simply tries all possibilities
to find the best class. The use of a hierarchical structure allows
to discard an important part of the dictionary at each node. In
the following, we describe a practical implementation of this
technique, the Tree-Based Pursuit algorithm. Like Matching
Pursuit, the proposed algorithm iteratively searches for a good
atom to approximate a residual signal . Instead of testing
all possible atoms from , Tree-Based Pursuit uses the tree
structure that groups similar atoms in the same subtree.
The search starts at the root node and goes down through the
tree until a leaf node is reached. At each node, the algorithm
chooses the child whose molecule best approximates the signal
(i.e., the one that leads to the highest amplitude of the scalar
product with the residual).

In practice, a dictionary is often built using several gen-
erating functions, which are translated to different positions in
the signal space, e.g., in time or space. Let be the operator
that translates a generating function at position on the sup-
port of the atom and leaves the energy unchanged. Tree-Based
Pursuit is described by Algorithm 2 for dictionaries built using
generating functions that can be translated at any place on the
support of the signal to approximate. However, it remains valid
for any kind of dictionary. For dictionaries that do not explicit
the translation of atoms, the search of the optimal position is
simply discarded.

Algorithm 2 Tree-Based Pursuit algorithm

INPUT: , the tree structured dictionary

, the size of the local search window

, the signal to approximate.

OUTPUT: , the set of chosen atoms

, the set of corresponding projections.

INITIALIZATION: ,

repeat

while do

,
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Fig. 2. Creation of a tree on top of a bidimensional (2D) dictionary. The upper-left part shows all atoms in the dictionary. The bottom-right part summarizes the
structure of the tree. The other parts correspond to the molecules or atoms present at the different levels of the tree.

end while

until Stop condition is met.

At the root node, the scalar products between the residual
and the molecules of the nodes at the first level of the tree

are computed. This step is equivalent to Matching Pursuit using
the molecules of the first tree level as dictionary. When using
dictionaries built using generating functions, the initial step also
gives the position of the best molecule. It can be considered as
an energy localization phase. Note that in our case, this local-
ization method is particularly efficient, since molecules really
represent the kind of features the dictionary is able to catch.
The scalar products between the residual and the molecules of
the candidate nodes are computed locally, around the position
of the molecule, in a search window of size . The traversal is
over when the algorithm reaches a leaf node. The information
about the position and the node of the tree uniquely identifies
an atom from the dictionary . The algorithm goes on until a
stopping criterion is met. It could be a predetermined number of
atoms, or a threshold on the residual energy.

The choice of the size of the search window should depend
on the shape of the atoms. As a molecule represents its asso-
ciated subtree, it is reasonable to think that the best position
found for a molecule is near the best positions of its children.
The search window should reflect the decay of the correlation
of the molecules and translated versions of their children (i.e.,
the decreasing of the cross correlation).

B. Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the proposed algorithm highly depends on
the structure of the tree. In order to be able to evaluate the com-
plexity of Tree-Based Pursuit, let us first make some hypothesis
about the tree. Assume that the number of children per node is a
constant , except for the root node, which has children. A
tree generated by the algorithm proposed in Section III-B fulfills
these constraints. Let us also suppose that the tree is balanced,
meaning that the length of the longest path differs at most by
from the length of the shortest path. It ensures that the maximum
length of the paths to the leaves is minimized. Under these as-
sumptions, the length of the longest path is ,
where is the number of nodes under the root node and is
the size of the groups formed during the creation of the tree.

Let us first look at the case where the dictionary is not built
using translation of generating functions. At the th iteration,
Matching Pursuit would require to compute all scalar products
between the atoms of and a residual . For a -dimen-
sional signal, the computation of the scalar product needs mul-
tiplications and additions. Thus, the complexity to find one
atom is . Tree-Based Pursuit reduces this complexity,
since the divide-and-conquer procedure eliminates many possi-
bilities at each level. At the root node, scalar products have
to be computed. Each other node only requires the computation
of scalar product to find the best child. Thus, the overall com-
plexity is reduced to .

For dictionaries built using translation of generating func-
tions, the algorithm has not only to find the best node but also
the corresponding position in the signal. At the root node, a full
search is done, which is equivalent to Matching Pursuit using
the reduced dictionary made of the molecules of the nodes that
are located at the first level of the tree. During the rest of the
traversal of the tree, a local search in a window of size is per-
formed. Let be the maximal amount of possible positions to
test in a window of size .
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A commonly used and smart implementation of Matching
Pursuit consists in using a fast Fourier transform to compute all
scalar products with shifted atoms. Such an implementation has
a complexity of to find the best atom. Each local
search has a complexity of . Putting it all together, the
complexity of the proposed algorithm for finding the best atom
is

(14)

For reasonable values of the search window , the descent
trough the tree is negligible regarding the complexity of the
initial step. The complexity of Tree-Based Pursuit is less af-
fected by the growth of the dictionary, while the complexity
of Matching Pursuit increases linearly. However, it has to be
noticed that the approximation rate of the Tree-Based Pursuit
algorithm decreases when the number of children of the root
becomes smaller relatively to the size of the dictionary, as dis-
cussed in the next section.

V. CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS

A. From Redundant to Block-Incoherent Dictionaries

Most theoretical results in the field of sparse approxima-
tions rely on (quasi-) incoherent dictionaries. Only little work
has been done on highly redundant dictionaries despite their
interesting properties for approximation and compression.
Interestingly, endowing the dictionary with a tree structure
can also be thought of as a way to artificially lower the coher-
ence. During the creation of the tree, our clustering algorithm
minimizes the coherence among molecules. Thus, even for
highly correlated dictionaries, the theoretical results relying on
small coherence most probably remain valid at the granularity
level of the molecules. In this section, we build upon this idea
and analyze the theoretical approximation performance of the
algorithm.

The creation of molecules relies on having subdictionaries
containing highly correlated atoms. The following definition
summarizes the constraints ensuring the favorable cases.

Definition 1: A subdictionary is reducible to a molecule
, which is called representative if

• its minimal coherence is strictly positive;
• ;
• .
In Section III-A, we have defined an optimality criterion for a

molecule relying on the measure of a mean distance that defines
a convex set. This implies that standard optimization tools can
be applied to find an optimal molecule. Let us now measure the
adequation of a molecule regarding the subdictionary it repre-
sents by

(15)

The definition of a representative molecule therefore im-
plies that the minimal coherence of a molecule regarding
its associated subdictionary is such that . In other
words, adding the molecule to its subdictionary does
not change the minimal coherence. This condition defines a
subspace of where the molecule is allowed to exist.

B. Covering Conditions

Since the search is organized along a tree structure, it has to
be ensured that the restructured dictionary is still able to cover
the full space of the input signal. Tropp has defined a measure
of the covering radius of a dictionary [23] as

(16)

The relation between the covering radius and the structural re-
dundancy of a dictionary given in (4) is straightforward. The
covering is minimal when is maximal

(17)

We now set the conditions that are necessary for the clus-
tered dictionary to fully cover the signal space. In particular, it
is necessary that the molecules at the first level under the root
node cover the signal space. Note that such a requirement is
naturally met at other levels of the tree: by the bottom-up con-
struction, each molecule is indeed representative of the related
subdictionary. The following lemma states a minimal condition
on the molecules to ensure that a signal , which can be rep-
resented using atoms from , can also be represented using
only molecules. More precisely, it provides a minimal condi-
tion, given the parameter of , to ensure that the molecules at
the first level of the tree cover the same span as the dictionary
itself.

Lemma 1: If the collection of subdictionaries
forms a partition of and the associated molecules

are representative, then if

(18)

Proof: Since the molecules are by construction in the span
of their associated subdictionaries, the span of the molecules is
within the span of the original dictionary

(19)

In order to ensure that the span of the molecules covers the span
of the dictionary, it remains to show that the orthogonal comple-
ment of in is actually empty.

Let be a signal lying in the span of the dictionary
. Without loss of generality, let be a unit norm signal. In

addition, let the atom carry the best one-term approxi-
mation of the signal, i.e., . Suppose the

atom belongs to the subdictionary which is represented
by the molecule . The distance between and can be
bounded by

(20)
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Without loss of generality, assume that and
, by construction of the clustered dictionary.

Recall that the direction of an atom does not have any impact
in terms of approximation rate, so that we can assume posi-
tive correlation values. Since all vectors have unit norm, it is
possible to rewrite (20) as

(21)

We can also bound the last scalar product by

(22)

Using (15) and (22), we obtain

(23)

We would like to show that the projection of the signal
onto the molecule that is representative of the subdictionary
is never null. In other words, we would like to ensure that, if
the best one-term approximation of lies within , then the
signal is never orthogonal to the molecule . Imposing
that is not orthogonal to is equivalent to require that

. Using (23), this holds whenever

(24)

which leads to

(25)

If this condition is verified, it ensures that when-
ever the signal has a component along .

If the condition given in (25) is true for all subdictionaries
of the first level of the tree (that form a partition of ), then

such that , . Hence,
.

When the formula of Lemma 1 holds, we can treat the set
of molecules as a genuine dictionary. Let form a parti-
tion of and let be the dictionary made of the
molecules. This dictionary has an associated characteristic pa-
rameter . For any signal , we thus can lower-
bound the projection on the molecules

(26)

This also leads to

(27)

Obviously, . It would also be interesting to characterize
the (cumulative) coherence of the dictionary. In the next subsec-
tion, we show that Tree-Based Pursuit benefits from representa-
tive molecules and is able to identify the signal at the granularity
level of its representative subdictionaries.

C. Recovery Conditions

In the previous section, we have set the conditions for the
tree-structured dictionary to cover the span of the original dic-
tionary . We now derive a condition for the search algorithm
to choose consistent molecules given a signal , that is a linear
combination of vectors in . Let the signal have an exact rep-
resentation using atoms from the dictionary

(28)

where is a subset of indices.
Tropp [18] derived a minimal condition that guarantees that

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit and Basis Pursuit recover ,
where is the smallest set such that (28) holds. We now show
that this recovery condition holds true for the Tree-Based Pur-
siut at the level of representative molecules of a very redundant
dictionary. Let be a matrix whose columns contain the atoms
that are in . The signal can be written as , where the
vector contains the weights relative to atoms in .

Let be the approximation of after iterations of Tree-
Based Pursuit. We write , where contains the
atoms found by Tree-Based Pursuit and the corresponding
weights. Since we do not impose any restriction on the cumu-
lative coherence of the dictionary, we cannot directly apply the
results developed in [18], which typically use the cumulative co-
herence for an estimation of the exact recovery condition. We do
not necessarily intend to recover exactly the atoms in , but we
rather want to ensure that the atoms found by Tree-Based Pur-
suit are close to the optimal ones (and, in particular, in the same
subdictionaries). We focus on the decision taken by Tree-Based
Pursuit at the root of the tree and want to guarantee that it never
chooses a node that does not contain at least one atom from
in its subtree.

If after iterations of Tree-Based Pursuit, the decisions at the
root node are always correct, no atom from is located in a
subtree that does not contain an atom from . Let be a ma-
trix containing the distinct atoms from and . Similarly, the
index set is the set of atoms present in . As has been dis-
cussed, due to the bottom-up construction of the tree, the critical
step consists of choosing the correct molecules at the first level
of the tree. Assume once again that the subdictionaries
form a partition of the dictionary, and that each subdictionary is
reduced to a molecule . We say that is a good molecule
if it represents at least one atom participating in . The matrix

contains all good molecules in its columns. Similarly,
contains the bad molecules of the first tree level in its columns.
The following theorem states the necessary conditions for the
Tree-Based Pursuit algorithm to choose the correct molecule at
the first level of the tree.

Theorem 1: If the hypothesis of Lemma 1 holds true, then
Tree-Based Pursuit chooses a good molecule at the first level of
the tree, at iteration , if

(29)

where is the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of .
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Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 is an extension of Tropp’s
Recovery Condition [18] and we provide here only the differ-
ences to the proof given in [18]. Assume that at each iteration

, Tree-Based Pursuit has chosen a good molecule at the
first level of the tree. It has to be noted that the atoms in all be-
long to subtrees of nodes associated to good molecules. Under
the assumption that we have chosen only good molecules, the
atoms in also belong to subtrees of nodes associated to good
molecules. The residual signal can be exactly repre-
sented as , where contains appropriate weights.
The vectors and list all possible scalar products of
the residual with, respectively, the bad and good molecules
( stands for the adjoint of ). The aim is to find a condition
that ensures that the current step also recovers a good molecule.
A good molecule is, therefore, chosen by the search algorithm if

(30)

If the hypothesis of Lemma 1 holds true, then the lower bound
on the projection on the molecules given in (27) can be used to
further develop the left-hand side of the previous equation. We
can write

(31)

The last steps of the proof are analog to Tropp’s recovery
condition [18] proof, which finally leads to the conservative
condition

(32)

One could further apply Tropp’s estimate of (32) in terms of the
cumulative coherence [18] of the set of molecules, in order to
obtain a condition that would depend on the set of molecules
only (and not on the unknown optimal set ). This estimate
requires the set of molecules to be quasi-incoherent. Note that
this is very likely to be the case here, but it would even be better
to actually prove how behaves as we climb up the granu-
larity level of the tree. Finally, note that the recovery condition
itself holds at a coarser level than in previous works: Tree-Based
Pursuit recovers only molecules that are involved and not the
individual atoms. On the other hand, this allows to shift the in-
coherence constraint to the molecules and work with a possibly
highly correlated dictionary.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Unidimensional Signals

This section now illustrates the Tree-Based Pursuit algorithm,
and compares its performances to Matching Pursuit. We present
results for both unidimensional and bidimensional signals (i.e.,
images). Often, in practice, the dictionaries are built using shift-
invariant generating functions that can be translated at any place
in the support of the signal. In order to illustrate the generality of
the method, let us first consider a dictionary made of random

Fig. 3. Mean approximation error of random signals using a random dictionary.

atoms. It represents the worst case for the construction of the
tree. The size of the dictionary is . The atoms are
real vectors of size . Thus, the dictionary is 100 times
redundant. Each sample has uniform probability between and

and the atoms are normalized to have unit energy. The com-
plexity of Tree-Based Pursuit mostly depends on the number of
molecules under the root node. Thus, 20 trees have been gener-
ated for different numbers of nodes at the first level of the tree,

ranges from 200 up 4000 by steps of 200. Two sets of trees
have been generated depending on the decision rule to create the
molecules (weak or strong).

In order to evaluate the performances of Tree-Based Pursuit,
100 test signals have been randomly generated using the same
procedure as for the dictionary. Each individual signal has been
approximated using atoms from the dictionary . Fig. 3
illustrates the mean approximation error achieved. It has to be
noticed that for , Tree-Based Pursuit is equivalent
to Matching Pursuit. The ratio reflects approximately
the complexity of Tree-Based Pursuit regarding Matching Pur-
suit. The error decreases as the number of nodes at the first level
of the tree increases.

Random dictionaries are seldom used to approximate signals.
Consider now a dictionary made of real Gabor functions, as in
[2]

(33)

with

(34)

The normalizing constant is such that the corresponding
atom is of unit energy. The parameter is the position, is
the scale, represents the frequency, and is the phase. Fig. 4
presents three atoms of such a dictionary, and the representa-
tive molecule, which is the eigenvector associated to the biggest
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Fig. 4. Representing a group of atoms by a molecule. From top-left to bottom-
left: Real Gabor atoms with same frequency f and position p but with different
scales s. Bottom-right: the molecule is the eigenvector associated to the biggest
eigenvalue of A A .

Fig. 5. Time–frequency plane of the atoms and the molecule presented in
Fig. 4.

eigenvalue of , as discussed in Section III-A. Fig. 5 shows
the time–frequency representations of the atoms and the mole-
cule of Fig. 4. We can observe that the molecule indeed provides
global information about all the atoms, and nicely summarizes
the characteristics of the subdictionary.

In our experiments, we used a dictionary built on real Gabor
atoms with size , where the phase is set to zero in (33).
We used 200 different frequencies uniformly spread over the
interval of normalized frequencies and the scales are
dyadic. The overall size of the dictionary is (i.e.,
times redundant), without taking into account all possible
shifts, which are not considered during construction of the
trees. The translation parameters are, however, computed by
the search algorithm. Fig. 6 shows a part of an example tree

Fig. 6. Tree structure on top of a multiscale Gabor dictionary.

built on the multiscale Gabor dictionary, where we only use
centered versions of the atoms.

We now compare the performance of the Tree-Based Pursuit
algorithm, for different tree constructions, with Matching
Pursuit. The reference Matching Pursuit computes all possible
convolutions in the frequency domain by using a fast Fourier
transform. Tree-Based Pursuit uses the same Matching Pursuit
implementation at the initial step for the first level of the
tree. This technical choice makes it possible to compare the
complexity of both algorithms.

Numerous tree structured dictionaries have been generated
for different values of the distance threshold , using the
grouping strategy given in Algorithm 1, with a weak decision
rule for clustering of the atoms. We selected three different
trees, with values . This corresponds, respec-
tively, to minimal values of of the scalar product
between two molecules to form a cluster. The value of de-
termines , the number of nodes at the first level of the tree.
In these particular cases, the trees respectively present 240, 51,
and 11 nodes at the first level under the root node. Moreover,
under the assumption that the trees are balanced, their average
depth would be and in the order of increasing values for
. Fig. 7 presents the molecules at the first level of the tree cre-

ated with , while Fig. 8 illustrates the corresponding
time–frequency diagrams.

We can now compare the approximation performance, and the
computational complexity of Tree-Based Pursuit, as opposed to
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Fig. 7. Molecules associated to the nodes located at the first level of the tree
created with a grouping threshold � = 0:99.

Fig. 8. Time–frequency distributions corresponding to the molecules exhibited
by Fig. 7.

Matching Pursuit. The size of the search window is . Fig. 9(a)
compares the mean-squared error obtained with Matching and
Tree-Based Pursuit using the different trees defined above. The
results have been averaged over 100 zero-mean random signals
with Gaussian distribution of unit variance. When using trees
created with small values for , the results are very close to the
reference Matching Pursuit. Recall that small values of impose
very strict constraints on the clustering of atoms and molecules,
which may result in a large number of molecules at the first level
of the tree. The computation time depends on , since computa-
tion time depends on the amount of nodes at the first level of the
tree , as discussed in Section IV. Experimental results con-
firm the complexity analysis in Fig. 9(b). Indeed, if we compute
a linear approximation of the Tree-Based Pursuit computation
time as a function of , in a mean-squared sense, it intersects
the Matching Pursuit computation time around (the
dictionary contains 1600 atoms). This shows that most of the
complexity of Tree-Based Pursuit lies in the full search at the

first level of the tree; after this initialization step, the cost of the
traversal of the tree can be considered as negligible regarding
the initial search.

B. Extension to Multidimensional Signals

This subsection extends the analysis of the Tree-Based
Pursuit algorithm to images. Reduction of the complexity in
the case of multidimensional signal is even more crucial than
for unidimensional signals. We use a dictionary that is built
on Gaussian generating functions that are scaled, rotated, and
translated [24]. The first generating function is a Gaussian
as given by (35), which suits well the task of capturing the
low-frequency parts of natural images. The second generating
function, given by (36), is made of a Gaussian in one direction
and its second derivative in the other direction. It has good
ability to capture edges in images and is spatially and frequen-
cially well located.

(35)

(36)

In our experiments, the atoms using as generating function
have translation parameters that take any positive integer value
smaller than the size of the image. The rotation parameter varies
by increments of . The scaling parameters are uniformly
distributed on a logarithmic scale from one up to an eighth of the
size of the image, with a resolution of one third of octave. The
scaling along the second derivative part is always smaller. For
the pure Gaussian atoms, the translation parameters can take the
same values, the scaling is isotropic and varies from to
of the size of the image on a logarithmic scale with a resolution
of one third of an octave. Due to isotropy, rotation is obviously
useless for this kind of atoms.

The dictionary is made of 514 generating functions that can
be placed anywhere on the support of the signal (i.e., the dic-
tionary is 514 times redundant). Algorithm 1 was used with a
strong decision rule to create the molecules; 20 different trees
have been created with different values of , chosen to create
trees having values for ranging from up to by
steps of .

Fig. 10 presents a comparison of the approximation error of
Tree-Based Pursuit and Matching Pursuit averaged over 120
natural images of size . The mean time to find one atom
has also been computed. As explained in Section IV, the com-
putational time mostly depends on the number of nodes at the
first level of the tree. Fig. 10 shows that for a computational time
of about 20% of the reference Matching Pursuit, the errors are
comparable. When using only a few atoms, it also happens that
Tree-Based Pursuit performs better. The used dictionary repre-
sents a favorable case for the creation of a tree structure as the
atoms corresponding to edges in the same direction can be ef-
ficiently represented by a unique element without loosing the
edge detection ability. This dictionary has a flavor of the ideal
case represented by block incoherent dictionaries.

The lower parts of the results presented in Fig. 10 present the
value of used for the creation of the corresponding trees. Tree-
Based Pursuit is equivalent to Matching Pursuit when using
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Fig. 9. (a) Comparison of the error produced by the proposed algorithm when using different bounds for the grouping. (b) Comparison of the complexity between
Matching Pursuit and Tree-Based Pursuit, when using different values for � during the creation of the tree structure.

Fig. 10. Performance of Tree-Based Pursuit compared to Matching Pursuit for different trees. The x axis corresponds to the mean time per atom divided by the
mean time per atom for Matching Pursuit. The lower part of the figures presents the value of � used during the creation of the tree. (a) PSNR achieved using 25
atoms. (b) PSNR achieved using 150 atoms.

trees created with a value of . However, due to a more com-
plex data structure to handle, the computational time is slightly
higher.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a generic algorithm to reduce the
computational complexity of pursuit algorithms. Hierarchical
clustering of dictionary atoms in molecules has been pro-
posed, as an efficient structuring of large sets of functions.
The molecules represent a subdictionary of highly correlated
atoms and are used to create a tree structure from an arbitrary
highly redundant dictionary. A tree-based pursuit algorithm
is then proposed, which exploits the tree structure, resulting
in a computational complexity that is significantly lower than
the classic pure greedy algorithm. We experimentally showed
that the reduction in complexity does not imply a large penalty
in approximation rate. It is shown also that Tree-Based Pur-
suit recovers coarse structures of the signal, even for highly
redundant dictionaries, thanks to the hierarchical clustering

into sufficiently incoherent dictionaries of molecules. Finally,
practical applications are often based on highly redundant dic-
tionaries, whose properties are however poorly studied. On the
other hand, the class of incoherent dictionaries has been widely
studied, but is rarely used in practical applications. Our study
tries to bridge that gap, by demonstrating that, from a molecular
point of view, it is possible to apply the approximation results
for incoherent dictionaries to highly redundant dictionaries.
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